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 Welcome to the Stop Smoking Group! 

Group Leaders: _________________ (___) ____-_______

_________________ (___) ____-_______

Study Coordinator: _________________ (___) ____-_______

Study Physician: _________________ (___) ____-_______

Schedule:

Topics:
Week 1: Orientation and Carbon Monoxide

Week 2: Self-Monitoring: Pack Wraps

Week 3: Benefits of Quitting and Techniques for Cutting Down

Week 4: Preparing to Quit
:

(Week 4.5): Preparing to Quit and Quitting

Week 5: Advantages to Quitting

Week 6: Guest Speaker and Coping with High-Risk Situations

Week 7: Problem Solving

Week 8: Managing Stress

Week 9: Building a Healthy Lifestyle

Week 10: Coping with Psychiatric Symptoms

Week 11: Slips vs. Relapses

Week 12: Staying Quit and Next Steps

Week 13: Relapse Prevention

Group Rules:
1. Keep it confidential – don’t use names when talking about the group.
2. Attendance is IMPORTANT.
3. Be on time!  The sooner we start, the more you’ll learn.
4. PARTICIPATE!  This is a good place to give and receive support.
5. Be POSITIVE! No criticism or put-downs are allowed.
6. Only one person speaks at a time.

You can do it!  You can do it!  You can do it!



 CARBON MONOXIDE AND SMOKING 
Carbon Monoxide (CO) is impossible to see or smell but it is a poisonous gas 
that is in the air around us.

It is produced by burning materials…like cigarettes!

Although everyone is exposed to this gas, smokers have an increased amount in 
their bodies.

The higher the level of carbon monoxide in your body, the less oxygen your 
blood can carry.  This can strain your body, especially your heart and brain.

The meter measures carbon monoxide gas in parts per million (ppm) –  the 
maximum safe level of CO is below 9 ppm.

Nonsmoker                                                             0 to 8 ppm
Loss of oxygen to heart, brain, etc.                        22 ppm
Urban “Air Pollution Emergency” Alert          50 ppm
Headaches, nausea, confusion                          60 to 150 ppm

If you quit smoking, your carbon monoxide level 
will return to normal within 2448 hours!!

           



What Should I Know About Varenicline?

What is varenicline?

Varenicline is a medication developed to help adults quit smoking.  

We are not sure of the exact way that varenicline works.  However, we do know that when 
people smoke, nicotine from cigarettes affects certain parts of the brain.  We believe that 
varenicline prevents nicotine from acting on the brain, which helps you become less addicted to 
nicotine.  

How should I take varenicline?

Take varenicline exactly as directed.

You will take one pill in the morning and one pill in the evening.  You should take each pill with 
a full glass of water.  

Varenicline should be taken shortly after eating.  

Do not crush, chew or break the tablets.  Swallow them whole.  

It is important to take varenicline regularly to get the most benefit.

What happens if I miss a dose?

Take varenicline as soon as you remember.  However, if it is almost time for your next dose, 
skip the missed dose.  Do not take a double dose.  

What happens if I think I took more than I was supposed to?

Seek emergency medical attention if you suspect an overdose.

What should I avoid while taking varenicline?

Use caution when driving, operating machinery, or performing other hazardous activities. 
Varenicline may cause dizziness.

Dizziness may be more likely to occur when you rise from a sitting or lying position. Rise slowly 
to prevent dizziness and a possible fall.

Avoid using nicotine replacement therapies such as the patch, nicotine gum, or nicotine 
lozenges while you are taking varenicline.  Nicotine may cause increased nausea and vomiting.

What are the possible side effects of varenicline?
• Nausea or vomiting
• Headache
• Sleep disturbances, insomnia or abnormal dreams
• Constipation
• Dyspepsia
• Flu-like symptoms such as aching muscles or fatigue 
• Weight gain



• Diarrhea or Flatulence
• Chest pain
• Dizziness
• Anxiety, restlessness, or irritability

What should I do if I experience side effects?

We will ask about side effects of varenicline that you may be experiencing every time you come 
to group.  In the rare case of a side effect that requires immediate attention, please go to your 
nearest emergency room.  You are also welcome to call us at any time to discuss concerns about 
the medication.  

What should I do if varenicline isn’t working?

Sometimes it takes a while for your body to attain a steady level of varenicline.  Please don’t get 
discouraged if you still have urges to smoke even after taking the medication.  The more 
consistent you are about taking the medication, the more likely it is to work.



Strategies for Taking Your Medication As Prescribed

Taking medication every day is not as easy as it seems. 

Here is a list of some things that can get in the way of taking medication every day and 
some ideas to help. 

What Gets in the 
Way?

What can help:

Forgetting  Use a daily medication organizer box 
labeled with the days of the week.

 Link medication-taking with an activity 
that you do every day (e.g., brushing your 
teeth, drinking you morning coffee).

 Talk with your doctor about what to do if 
you realize that you have forgotten to take 
a dose of your medication.

Running out of 
medication

 Write a note on your medication bottle to 
remind you to call for a refill when you 
have less than 5 days of medication left.

 Ask your case manager or a family 
member to help remind you to re-order 
your prescriptions.

o Call your pharmacy right away to 
re-order the medication.

o Call your doctor or clinic and ask if 
they might be able to provide you 
with a sample of medication to get 
you by until your prescription is 
filled. 

I got confused about 
what medications I was 
supposed to take and 
how much.

 Ask your doctor to write down your 
medication instructions

 Use a daily medication organizer box 
labeled with the days of the week.  

It did not seem worth it 
to spend my money on 
prescriptions.

 Discuss your thoughts with your doctor
 Consider the advantages and 

disadvantages of taking medication
 Talk with a member of your treatment 

team to see if there are some options for 
helping to fit money for prescriptions into 
your budget. 

I stopped taking my 
medication because I 
did not like the side 
effects.

 Discuss the side effects with your doctor. 
He or she may be able to help.



I stopped taking my 
medication because I 
felt better and did not 
think I needed it.

 Keep in mind that medications are given to 
control symptoms but also to prevent 
symptoms from coming back For example, 
people with high blood pressure are given 
medications even when their blood 
pressure is normal to prevent it from 
getting high.

 Discuss the potential advantages and risks 
of stopping medication with your doctor.

 Review the times you stopped the 
medicine in the past.  Were things better 
for you when you were off or on the 
medicine?

 Talk to a trusted family member or friend 
and ask them whether they think you seem 
to be better off when you are on or off the 
medicine.

Taking medications can be a challenge sometimes.

Talking it over with your doctor and being honest about your experience can be really helpful.

It can be unhelpful and even dangerous to stop taking your medications on your own.



SESSION 1 QUIZ
Administration mode:      SELF1       INTERVIEW2

Instructions:  Please put an “X” in one box for each question.

1.  Carbon monoxide is:

□□11 the same thing as oxygen

□□22 a poisonous gas

□□33 something that can not hurt people

2.  Compared to non-smokers, people who smoke have:

□□11 the same amount of carbon monoxide in their body

□□22 less carbon monoxide in their body

□□33 more carbon monoxide in their body

3.  If you quit smoking:

□□11
the carbon monoxide level in your body will return to normal within 1 
to 2 days.

□□22 the carbon monoxide in your body won’t change for many months.

□□33 the carbon monoxide will be gone from your body immediately.

4.  Which of these is the carbon monoxide level of a non-smoker?

□□11 32

□□22 20

□□33 1

5. When you have your carbon monoxide tested you should breathe in 
through your:

□□11 nose

□□22 mouth

□□33 both your nose and mouth



6. 
Which of the following is a way to make sure that you remember to take 
your medication as directed?

□□11
use a pill box with different compartments for the days of the week.

□□22

always take your medication after doing some other routine (e.g., 
after brushing your teeth each morning).

□□33

write down on your calendar when you need to remember to get 
your medication refilled.

□□44
all of the above 

7. The most common side-effect of the study medication is:

□□11 nasal congestion (a stuffy nose)

□□22 a faster heart beat than usual

□□33 nausea

8. If I think I have taken more medication than I should have, what should I 
do?

□□11 Call my doctor or go to the emergency room.

□□22 Wait one hour and see what happens.

□□33 Take a rest.

9. What should I do if I forget to take my study medication and I have 
leftover pills? 

□□11 Throw the extra pills away.

□□22
Keep the extra pills in their container and bring them to your next 
smoking group.

□□33 Take the extra pills.

10. If I have any questions or concerns about my study medication 
(but it i not an emergency), what should I do?

□□11 Call my smoking group leader.

□□22 Go to the emergency room.

□□33 Wait until my next smoking group.



BASELINE QUIZ
Administration mode:      SELF1       INTERVIEW2

Instructions:  Please put an “X” in one box for each question.

1.  Carbon monoxide is:

□□11 the same thing as oxygen

□□22 a poisonous gas

□□33 something that can not hurt people

2.  Compared to non-smokers, people who smoke have:

□□11 the same amount of carbon monoxide in their body

□□22 less carbon monoxide in their body

□□33 more carbon monoxide in their body

3.  If you quit smoking:

□□11
the carbon monoxide level in your body will return to normal within 1 
to 2 days.

□□22 the carbon monoxide in your body won’t change for many months.

□□33 the carbon monoxide will be gone from your body immediately.

4.  Which of these is the carbon monoxide level of a non-smoker?

□□11 32

□□22 20

□□33 1

5. When you have your carbon monoxide tested you should breathe in 
through your:

□□11 nose

□□22 mouth

□□33 both your nose and mouth

6. A smoking trigger is:

□□11 something that makes you want a cigarette

□□22 something that makes you hungry

□□33 something that makes you anxious



7.  The main benefit of keeping track of your cigarettes with "pack wraps":

□□11
it helps you identify your personal smoking triggers.

□□22
it helps show you that you don't crave all cigarettes the same 
amount.

□□33
becoming more aware of your smoking behavior, will help you be 
better prepared to quit smoking.

□□44
all of the above

8. The best time to fill out a pack wrap is:

□□11
at the end of the day just before bed

□□22
in the morning, after you've had your first cigarette

□□33
before smoking each cigarette

9.  One of the health benefits of quitting smoking is:

□□11
builds more muscle

□□22
lowers your risk of heart attack and cancer

□□33
helps you lose weight

10. If you spend $4.00 a pack and smoke a pack a day, how much do you 
spend each year on cigarettes?

□□11
$750 a year

□□22 $365 a year

□□33
over $1200 a year

11. One way to cut down your carbon monoxide level is to:

□□11
smoke fewer cigarettes every day

□□22
get more sleep

□□33
eat healthier foods



12. Urges to smoke usually last about:

□□11
an hour

□□22
all day

□□33 3-5 minutes

□□44 2-4 hours

13. Physical withdrawal symptoms are:

□□11
not a problem in trying to quit smoking 

□□22
the body’s reaction to more nicotine

□□33
the body’s reaction to less nicotine

14. How long after quitting smoking do the most severe physical withdrawal 
symptoms last?

□□11
approximately 3 days

□□22
years after quitting smoking

□□33
many months

15. Which of these statements about physical withdrawal symptoms is true?

□□11 physical withdrawal symptoms get worse and worse after the first 
month that a person quits.

□□22
physical withdrawal symptoms improve over time after a person 
quits.

□□33

after quitting, people who used to smoke a half a pack a day will 
have worse withdrawal symptoms than people who used to smoke 3 
packs a day.



16. Which of the following is a way to make sure that you remember to take 
your medication as directed?

□□11 use a pill box with different compartments for the days of the week.

□□22
always take your medication after doing some other routine (e.g., 
after brushing your teeth each morning).

□□33
write down on your calendar when you need to remember to get 
your medication refilled.

□□44 all of the above 

True False

17.
It is dangerous to smoke while I am on this 
medication.  □□11 □□22

18.
If I miss a dose of study medication, I should 
take a double dose. □□11 □□22

19.
I am supposed to take my study medication 
twice every day.                  □□11 □□22

20. 
Varenicline is a medication designed to help 
people quit smoking. □□11 □□22

21.
When I am finished taking all of my medication I 
should bring the empty container to my next 
smoking group.

□□11 □□22

22. The most common side-effect of the study medication is:

□□1 nasal congestion (a stuffy nose)

□□2 a faster heart beat than usual

□□3 nausea

23. If I think I have taken more medication than I should have, what should I 
do?

□□1 Call my doctor or go to the emergency room.

□□2 Wait one hour and see what happens.

□□3 Take a rest.

24. What should I do if I forget to take my study medication and I have 
leftover pills? 

□□1 Throw the extra pills away.

□□2
Keep the extra pills in their container and bring them to your next 
smoking group.

□□3 Take the extra pills.



25. If I have any questions or concerns about my study medication (but it i 
not an emergency), what should I do?

□□1 Call my smoking group leader.

□□2 Go to the emergency room.

□□3 Wait until my next smoking group.

26. List the 4Ds:

1. 3.

2. 4.

27. Name 2 triggers:

1. __________________

2. __________________

28. Name 2 withdrawal symptoms:

1. __________________

2. __________________

29. List three things that you can do if you have an urge to smoke:

1. __________________

2. __________________

3. __________________

30.   A “slip” is different from a “relapse” because:

□□1 A slip means that you are back to smoking the same 
amount you did before you quit or cut down.

□□2 A slip means that you thought about smoking, but did not 
smoke.

□□3 A relapse means that you are back to smoking the same 
amount you did before you quit or cut down.



31.   If you have a slip and buy a pack of cigarettes, the first thing to do is to:

□□1 Go for a walk

□□2 Use one of the 4 Ds

□□3 Throw the pack away or destroy it (for example by soaking in 
water)

□□4 Brush your teeth

□□5 Watch TV

True False
32. A slip can be a learning experience. □□1 □□2

33. Name 2 high-risk situations:
 

1. __________________

2. __________________

34.  One reason that people with mental illness may smoke is that cigarettes:

□□1 May help people concentrate

□□2 Do not cause cancer in people with mental illness.

□□3 Are inexpensive.

35. If you stop smoking, you:

□□1 
Should not mention it to your psychiatrist or 
psychopharmacologist.

□□2 Should tell your psychiatrist or psychopharmacologist

True False

36.

In order to get good quality sleep, you 
should go to bed at the same time every 
night and wake up at the same time every 
morning.

□□1 □□2

\



37.  Which of these are benefits of exercise?

□□1 Gives you more energy

□□2 Improves your sleep

□□3 Keeps bones healthy

□□4 Decreases depression

□□5 All of the above

38. How much weight do people usually gain after they have quit smoking?

□□1 About 4 – 7 pounds

□□2 About 1-2 pounds

□□3 More than 10 pounds

39. One way not to gain too much weight after quitting smoking is to:

□□1 Eat “fast food”

□□2 Avoid substituting high fat foods for cigarettes

□□3 Eat less vegetables

40. Which of these is a common reaction to stress:

□□1 Feeling calm, happy, and sleeping well.

□□2 Heart racing, feeling nervous, and smoking more.

□□3 Enjoying life, feeling relaxed, and living healthy.

True False

41.
It is normal for quitting smoking to be 
stressful. □□1 □□2

42. Name three activities that you can use to cope with stress or boredom:

1. __________________

2. __________________

3. __________________



GROUP 2



           Triggers           

For many people, smoking has become associated with particular 
people, places and activities.  These situations become psychological 
“triggers” and can create urges to smoke.

Mark those situations in which you are likely to feel urges to 
smoke:

□□ when I wake up

□□ after meals

□□ feeling bored

□□ while waiting for a bus or train

□□ in the bathroom

□□ feeling sad

□□ after completing a task

□□ with alcohol

□□ feeling upset or angry

□□ while watching TV

□□ feeling anxious

□□ when I can’t sleep

□□ after sex

□□ feeling happy

□□ seeing other people smoke

□□ being at a party

□□ when I have nothing to do

□□ with coffee

□□ on the phone 







Excellent Reasons to Become a Non-Smoker 

I’ll have more energy!         

Lower risk of cancer, heart attacks and emphysema.

I’ll be able to smell and taste things again!    

My clothes and home won’t smell like smoke.

It’ll be easier to breathe!

                                                                   People will congratulate me. 

More money in my pocket.    
No more coughing!

Fewer colds and flus.
I may need less medication.

Cleaner teeth, fresher breath!

Fewer wrinkles.         

I won’t have to worry about accidentally starting a fire.

No more stained fingers and teeth!
             



   The 4 D’s of Quitting Smoking    
        Deep breathe – 
          This is good for you!
          Take a deep breath instead of a cigarette 
          break.

        Drink Fluids – especially water
          This helps to flush the nicotine out of your 
          system.
          It also satisfies the craving for a cigarette.

        Delay – 
          When you feel an urge to smoke, wait 5-10 
          minutes.
          Then smoke the cigarette if you still want it.
          Slowly increase the delay time.

        Do something else – 
          Instead of smoking when you have a craving,   
          change what you are doing or talk to someone.
          Get out of the situation that makes you want to 
          smoke. 



The Four D’s
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5 Reasons I Want to Quit…
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SESSION 2 QUIZ
Administration mode:      SELF1       INTERVIEW2

Instructions:  Please put an “X” in one box for each question.

1.  What is a “trigger?”

□□1 
a quick increase in nicotine in the body

□□2 something that makes you want to smoke

□□3 a medication to help with smoking cessation

2.  The main benefit of keeping track of your cigarettes with "pack wraps":

□□1 
it helps you identify your personal smoking triggers

□□2 
it helps show you that you don't crave all cigarettes the same 
amount

□□3 
becoming more aware of your smoking behavior, will help you be 
better prepared to quit smoking

□□4 
all of the above

3.  The best time to fill out a pack wrap is:

□□1 
at the end of the day just before bed

□□2 
in the morning, after you've had your first cigarette

□□3 
before smoking each cigarette

4. One way to cut down your carbon monoxide level is to:

□□1 
smoke fewer cigarettes every day

□□2 
get more sleep

□□3 
eat healthier foods

5.  Which of the 4Ds are missing?

1. Deep breathe 3.

2. Drink fluids 4.



GROUP 3





         Physical Withdrawal Symptoms            

If you have been a smoker for a long time, your body has 
probably become dependent upon nicotine.

Physical withdrawal symptoms are your body’s way of telling 
you that it is getting rid of nicotine.

Withdrawal symptoms may start the first day you quit or cut 
down on cigarettes.

Most symptoms decrease within the first few days and end 
within 2 to 4 weeks.

Remember – your body has to adjust to functioning without 
nicotine!

Common withdrawal symptoms include: 
•  craving a cigarette

•  feeling easily annoyed or angry

•  headaches

•  dizziness

•  difficulty concentrating

•  trouble sleeping

•  coughing

•  increased feelings of hunger

•  constipation

•  feeling anxious or depressed

•  tightness in the chest

•  tingling fingers, itching scalp

                                                                                            



Coping with Withdrawal Symptoms:  

Physical cravings - Use the 4 Ds!
Review your reasons for quitting
Tell yourself – “This will pass!”

Feeling cranky,             Avoid caffeine
moody, and tense - Listen to a relaxation tape or 

calming music
Take a warm bath or shower

Trouble sleeping - Avoid alcohol and don’t drink caffeine 
after 6 pm
Don’t nap during the day
Do calming, soothing things at night
Go to bed at the same time each night

Headaches - Relax, sit quietly
Take mild pain medication as needed

Coughing -  Sip water 
Try a cough lozenge
Think positively – your lungs are 
cleaning themselves out

Constipation - Drink lots of water
Eat high-fiber foods (like bran and 
prunes)

Hunger - Eat low fat, high fiber food and snacks
Drink water
Get more exercise to balance extra food 
intake

Feeling depressed - Focus on the positive things in your life
Get some exercise, spend time outside
Talk with a friend about your feelings
If your depression increases, inform 
your doctor

                                                                                                 



                                                                                                       

Soak in the tub Sing around the house
Collect things (coins, shells) Practice religion
Take a drive Go to the beach
Straighten up your room Paint
Go on a date Sleep
Go to a movie Ride a train or bus
Go for a walk Make a gift for someone
Listen to music Play a musical instrument
Sit in the sun Sew
Laugh Garden
Think about past trips Go to the beauty parlor/barbershop
Go camping Talk with friends
Read magazines or newspapers Buy a special coffee
Hobbies Go to a play or concert
Cook Daydream
Repair something that needs fixing   Buy a book
Do a jigsaw puzzle                                  Walk in the woods or on the 

beach
Talk with family                                      Dance
Have a quiet evening Make lists
Take care of my plants Take pictures
Play with a pet Write in a diary or letters
Go to a pet store to look at the pets   Get a massage
Go swimming Meditate
Doodle Have lunch with a friend
Exercise Play cards
Think about some things to buy Do a crossword puzzle
Play a sport Light candles
Fly a kite
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SESSION 3 QUIZ
Administration mode:      SELF1       INTERVIEW2

Instructions:  Please put an “X” in one box for each question.

1.  One of the health benefits of quitting smoking is:

□□1 
builds more muscle

□□2 
lowers your risk of heart attack and cancer

□□3 
helps you lose weight

2. Urges to smoke usually last about:

□□1
an hour

□□2
all day

□□3 3-5 minutes

□□4 2-4 hours

3.  Physical withdrawal symptoms are:

□□1
not a problem in trying to quit smoking 

□□2
the body’s reaction to more nicotine

□□3
the body’s reaction to less nicotine

4.  
How long after quitting smoking do the most severe physical withdrawal 
symptoms last?

□□1
approximately 3 days

□□2
years after quitting smoking

□□3
many months

5.  List the 4Ds:

1. 3.

2. 4.



6.  List three things that you can do if you have an urge to smoke:

1. __________________

2. __________________

3. __________________



GROUP 4



     Preparing to Quit     
These activities will help you cut down and create the

right attitude as you get ready to quit smoking:

1. Avoid situations where other people will be smoking.

2. Don’t do anything else when you smoke. 

This will help you break the association between smoking and activities.  It will 
help you get used to being involved in activities without smoking and decrease 
the likelihood of having an urge in that situation.

3. Smoke only one cigarette per hour.

4. Don’t keep cigarettes handy.  

Make it an effort to get at them (put them in the car trunk, give them to a 
friend so you have to ask for one each time…).

5. Practice saying “No Thanks, I don’t smoke” to deal with 
pressure from smokers. 

6. Before lighting each cigarette, ask yourself, “Do I really 
want this?”

7. Save all your cigarette butts for 1 week in a large jar as a 
reminder of how dirty and smelly smoking is.

8. Write down all the reasons you want to quit and carry the 
list with you. 



The Four D’s
5. Deep breathe
6. Drink fluids
7. Delay
8. Do something else

The Four D’s
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8. Do something else
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7. Delay
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7. Delay
8. Do something else

The Four D’s
5. Deep breathe
6. Drink fluids
7. Delay
8. Do something else

The Four D’s
5. Deep breathe
6. Drink fluids
7. Delay
8. Do something else
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SESSION 4 QUIZ

Administration mode:      SELF1       INTERVIEW2

Instructions:  Please fill in the blanks

1.  List the 4Ds:

1. 3.

2. 4.

2.  Name 2 triggers:

1. __________________

2. __________________

3.  Name 2 withdrawal symptoms:

1. __________________

2. __________________

4.  List three things that you can do if you have an urge to smoke:

1. __________________

2. __________________

3. __________________



GROUP 4.5



Quit day plan
                             

5:00 – 6:00  _____________________________________________________

6:00 – 7:00  _____________________________________________________

7:00 – 8:00  _____________________________________________________

8:00 – 9:00  _____________________________________________________

9:00 – 10:00  _____________________________________________________

10:00 – 11:00  _____________________________________________________

11:00 – 12:00  _____________________________________________________

12:00 – 1:00  _____________________________________________________

1:00 – 2:00  _____________________________________________________

2:00 – 3:00  _____________________________________________________

3:00 – 4:00  _____________________________________________________

4:00 – 5:00  _____________________________________________________

5:00 – 6:00  _____________________________________________________

6:00 – 7:00  _____________________________________________________

7:00 – 8:00  _____________________________________________________

8:00 – 9:00  _____________________________________________________

9:00 – 10:00  _____________________________________________________

10:00 – 11:00  _____________________________________________________



     Checklist for QuitDay 

_____  Remove all matches, lighters and ashtrays.

_____  Ask people not to smoke near you and not to give you cigarettes. 

_____  Remember the 4Ds (Drink fluids, Delay, Do something else, 
Deep breathe).

_____  Review handouts on coping with withdrawal symptoms and triggers. 

_____  Carry and read the 3 cards that list my “Reasons to Quit” “The 
4 Ds” and “When I Feel Like Smoking I Will…”

_____  Know which people and situations are going to be the most 
tempting and prepare for them.

_____  Plan to do something special on quit day.  Pamper yourself – 
luxuriate in a warm bath, buy a new record or item of clothing, go to 
the movies or a museum, have a nice dinner, buy flowers, have a 
picnic, sleep late, spend extra time with friends.

_____  Call 1800TryToStop for added support.

_____  In case of strong urges I will:

1.___________________________________________________

2.___________________________________________________

3.___________________________________________________



                                
Quit Day Contract

After careful consideration, I have decided to stop my cigarette smoking on:

at .
(date) (time)

I am responsible for this decision and understand that my own commitment to stop smoking 
is of primary importance.

Whether I quit or not, I agree to continue trying and to complete the Smoking Cessation 
program.

I understand that one of the group leaders will call me during the next week to check on my 
progress and that I can contact the leaders to get extra support, if needed.

NAME PHONE NUMBER
NAME PHONE NUMBER
NAME PHONE NUMBER
NAME PHONE NUMBER

Signature 

Today’s Date

Signature of Group Leader

*Post this contract in a prominent place in your home*

    



                                
Quit Day Contract

-Clinic Copy-

After careful consideration, I have decided to stop my cigarette smoking on:

at .
(date) (time)

I am responsible for this decision and understand that my own commitment to stop smoking 
is of primary importance.

Whether I quit or not, I agree to continue trying and to complete the Smoking Cessation 
program.

I understand that one of the group leaders will call me during the next week to check on my 
progress and that I can contact the leaders to get extra support, if needed.

NAME PHONE NUMBER
NAME PHONE NUMBER
NAME PHONE NUMBER
NAME PHONE NUMBER

Signature 

Today’s Date

Signature of Group Leader

*Post this contract in a prominent place in your home*

   



SESSION 4.5 QUIZ

Administration mode:      SELF1       INTERVIEW2

Instructions:  Please put an “X” in one box for each question.

1.  List the 4Ds:

1. 3.

2. 4.

2.  List three things that you can do if you have an urge to smoke:

1. __________________

2. __________________

3. __________________

3.  During my quit day I should:

□□1 
Give myself a reward for attempting to quit.

□□2 Follow the same schedule I normally follow

□□3 Have a lot of caffeine since I can’t smoke.

4.  If I feel like my smoking cessation medication isn’t working I should:

□□1 
Stop taking it immediately.

□□2 Start reducing my dose before the next smoking cessation group.

□□3 Keep taking it as prescribed.

5.  List three reasons why you want to quit smoking this week:

1. __________________

2. __________________

3. __________________



GROUP 5



   Advantages to Quitting   

After quitting 20 minutes: Temperature of hands and feet increases 
to normal

After quitting 6 hours: Heart rate and blood pressure decrease

After quitting 12 hours: Carbon monoxide level drops to 
normal

After quitting 24 hours: Chance of heart attack decreases

After quitting 2 days: Sense of taste and smell improves
Breath, hair, fingers and teeth will be 
cleaner

After 2 weeks to 3 months: Circulation improves
Breathing becomes easier

After 1 month to 9 months: Coughing, sinus congestion, and 
fatigue decreases
Energy level increases

After 1 year: Risk of lung cancer is reduced
Chance of having a heart attack is cut in 
half

After 5 years: Risk of stroke is reduced

After 10 years: Risk of cancer of the lung, mouth, 
throat, bladder, kidney, and pancreas 
diseases
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SESSION 5 QUIZ
Administration mode:      SELF1       INTERVIEW2

Instructions:  Please put an “X” in one box for each question.

1.  List the 4Ds:

1. 3.

2. 4.

2.  Name 2 triggers:

1. __________________

2. __________________

3.  Name 2 withdrawal symptoms:

1. __________________

2. __________________

4.  List three things that you can do if you have an urge to smoke:

1. __________________

2. __________________

3. __________________



GROUP 6





Coping with High Risk Situations

Even though it might seem like smoking happens automatically, you have learned 
that smoking happens in response to triggers or high-risk situations.  High-risk 
situations are situations that increase the risk of having a slip or a relapse.  Here 
are some examples of high-risk situations:

• Buying a pack of cigarettes for a friend or family member

• Passing by the "smoke break area" where you used to smoke

• Having an intense urge to smoke when you wake up

• Getting a bill in the mail

Here are four strategies you can use to handle high-risk situations:  

1) Avoid the high-risk situation: (Refuse to buy or hold cigarettes for other 
people.)

2) Change your routine to "outsmart" the high-risk situation: (Instead of having 
coffee at a friend's house, have it at the coffee shop, so you can still have a 
conversation and not smoke.)

3) Substitute something else for the cigarette when you get a craving:  (Call a 
friend when you feel bored instead of smoking.)

4) Use positive self-talk to get around the high-risk situation without  
smoking:  "I have done so great with not smoking--I need to keep this up.  There is 
always going to be stress in my life, only 5 more minutes and this urge will pass."
 



SESSION 6 QUIZ
Administration mode:      SELF1       INTERVIEW2

Instructions:  Please put an “X” in one box for each question.

1.  List the 4Ds:

1. 3.

2. 4.

2.  Which of the following is a “high-risk” situation:

□□1 seeing a neighbor smoke

□□2 having a friend offer you a cigarette 

□□3 finding an extra pack of cigarettes in your apartment

□□4 all of the above

3.  What’s the best way to tell a friend/relative that you have quit smoking:

□□1 “I can’t be your friend anymore.”

□□2 “I am trying to quit so please don’t offer me cigarettes, thank you”

□□3 “I’m trying to quit but I’ll have just one since you offered.”

□□4 Don’t say anything, you don’t want to hurt their feelings.

4.  List four reasons why you want to quit smoking or stay quit:

1. 3.

2. 4.



GROUP 7



1. What is the problem or high-risk situation?
_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

2. What are all the possible solutions you can think of?  What are the advantages and 
disadvantages of each of these possibilities?

 Solution Advantages Disadvantages

_____________________ _____________________ _____________________

_____________________ _____________________ _____________________

_____________________ _____________________ _____________________

_____________________ _____________________ _____________________

_____________________ _____________________ _____________________

3.  Which solution (or combination of solutions) looks the best?__________________________

4. What do you need to do to try it out? 
____________________________________________

After you have tried it:

5. How well did it work?

Very well Pretty well A little bit Not at all

Using Problem-Solving To Cope 
With High-Risk Situations



1. Figure out what the problem is.

2. Think of as many possible solutions as you can.

 3. What are the advantages and disadvantages of each possible 
solution?

4. Which solution seems the best?

5. After you have tried it, how well did it work?

Very well Pretty well A little bit Not at all

Problem-Solving



SESSION 7 QUIZ

Administration mode:      SELF1       INTERVIEW2

Instructions:  Fill in a response for each question.

1.  Name 2 high-risk situations:
 

1. __________________

2. __________________

2.  List the 4Ds:

1. 3.

2. 4.

3.  Name 3 triggers:

1. __________________

2. __________________
3. __________________

4.  Name 3 withdrawal symptoms:

1. __________________

2. __________________
3. __________________

5.  List four things that you can do if you have an urge to smoke:

1. __________________

2. __________________
3. __________________

4. __________________



GROUP 8



                  WHAT IS STRESS?         

Stress is a normal part of functioning –
But

TOO MUCH STRESS can be unhealthy and unpleasant.

High levels of stress can affect your physical health, emotional well-being,
 and decrease your ability to get things done.

Lifestyle changes are a major cause of stress for many.
Quitting smoking is one of these changes and may cause stress.

Identify Stress When It Occurs – 

Common PHYSICAL reactions include:    pounding heart
tight muscles
sweaty palms
upset stomach, diarrhea

Common EMOTIONAL reactions include feeling:   helpless
panicky 
restless
irritable
nervous

Common BEHAVIORAL reactions to stress:    smoking more
eating more or less than usual
sleeping too much or too little
using drugs or alcohol
watching too much TV 



   Dealing With Stress  

Focus on Relaxing – 

a) listen to relaxation tapes or soothing music

b) take a hot shower or bath

c) Muscle relaxing:

1.  tighten the muscles in your shoulders
(pull them up towards your ears)

2. hold the muscle as tight as you can for a count of 10,
imagine squeezing the stress out!

3. relax the muscles

d) Deep breathing:
1. find a comfortable place where you can be alone and undisturbed
2. take a moment to get your breathing slowed down
3. close your eyes and breathe in deeply through your nose,

as you breathe in, push your stomach out
4. hold your breath in as you count to 5
5. exhale slowly through your mouth and repeat

Fight Boredom – 

Boredom is another common cause of stress.

Activities that alleviate boredom should give you pleasure, brighten your day, 
and help you feel more confident.

Activities for coping with boredom:  walking, swimming, watching sports, crafts 
and hobbies, drawing, hiking, taking care of plants, playing card games or 
checkers, doing a jigsaw puzzle, watching tv and videos, shopping, reading, 
talking with friends.



SESSION 8 QUIZ
Administration mode:      SELF1       INTERVIEW2

Instructions:  Please put an “X” in one box for each question.

1. Which of these is a common reaction to stress:

□□1 Feeling calm, happy, and sleeping well.

□□2 Heart racing, feeling nervous, and smoking more.

□□3 Enjoying life, feeling relaxed, and living healthy.

True False

2.
It is normal for quitting smoking to be 
stressful. □□1 □□2

3.  Name three activities that you can use to cope with stress or boredom:

1. __________________

2. __________________

3. __________________

4.  What are the 4 Ds?

1. 3.

2. 4.

5.  Name 2 withdrawal symptoms:

1. __________________

2. __________________



GROUP 9



BUILDING A HEALTHY LIFESTYLE

A healthy lifestyle includes: 1)  adequate sleep and rest
2) regular exercise
3) stress reduction
4) a low-fat healthy diet

Tips for Getting Enough Sleep:

1.  Avoid excitement or agitation before bed time
2. Have a bedtime routine you consistently follow
3. Listen to relaxing music, read a book, enjoy a warm bath
4. Drink something warm, non-caffeinated, and non-alcoholic
5. Use a relaxation exercise, think only pleasant thoughts
6. If possible, have a comfortable and clean bed and fresh air
7. Make sure the room is dark and quiet
8. use eyeshades and earplugs if necessary

Exercise:

The benefits of exercise: strengthens muscles, including the heart
burns calories
firms the body
stimulates blood flow
wards off bone loss
gives you more energy
decreases depression

When you exercise – wear proper clothing and shoes
be sure to stretch!
start slowly and progress gradually



Facts about weight gain after quitting smoking:
~The average weight gain for those who quit is 5-10 pounds.
~The body often craves sweets after quitting smoking.
~You’d have to gain 70-120 pounds to equal the risk of smoking 1 

pack of cigarettes per day.

If you eat wisely, your weight will return to normal

Drinking 6-8 glasses of water a day is helpful, as is exercising.

Foods high in fiber and low in fats and sugar will help control weight gain.

Remember, “fast foods” (pre-packaged and take-out) tend to be high in fat, 
cholesterol and sugar.

Fresh fruits and vegetables are excellent choices for weight control.

Slim Snack List
fresh fruits
fresh vegetables (carrots, celery, cucumber, peppers)
pretzel sticks
fat-free, low calorie dip
melba toast
rice cakes
popcorn (air-popped and unbuttered)
low fat cheese and crackers
sugar-free mints
raisins, prunes, apricots, figs
whole grain granola
fat-free yogurt
unsalted peanuts in the shell (in small amounts)
unsalted sunflower seeds (in small amounts)



SESSION 9 QUIZ
 
Administration mode:      SELF1       INTERVIEW2

Instructions:  Please put an “X” in one box for each question.

1.   A reason that people with mental illness may smoke is that cigarettes:

□□1 Smoking may improve your mood temporarily.

□□2 

Smoking can lessen the sedating effects of some 
psychiatric medications.

□□3 
Both 1 and 2 are true.

2.   If you stop smoking, you:

□□1 Should not mention it to your psychiatrist or 
psychopharmacologist.

□□2 Should tell your psychiatrist or psychopharmacologist

True False

3.

In order to get good quality sleep, you 
should go to bed at the same time every 
night and wake up at the same time every 
morning.

□□1 □□2

4. Which of these are benefits of exercise?

□□1 Gives you more energy

□□2 Improves your sleep

□□3 Keeps bones healthy

□□4 Decreases depression

□□5 All of the above



5. How much weight do people usually gain after they have quit smoking?

□□1 About 4 – 7 pounds

□□2 About 1-2 pounds

□□3 More than 10 pounds

6. One way not to gain too much weight after quitting smoking is to:

□□1 Eat “fast food”

□□2 
Don’t substitute high fat foods for cigarettes, have lowfat foods 
instead

□□3 Eat fewer vegetables



GROUP 10



Coping with Anxiety, Depression and Other Symptoms 

Am I likely to experience a lot of symptoms when I stop smoking?

It is unlikely that psychological symptoms, like anxiety, depression or hearing voices will 
increase significantly when you stop smoking.

However, some people have difficulties with psychological symptoms when they try to stop 
smoking and it can be helpful for anyone with these symptoms to learn effective coping 
strategies.

Psychiatric Symptoms Ways to cope

Anxiety Remind yourself how useless it is to spend your time 
worrying

Share your concerns with others who care about you 
and see if they say anything helpful that you can remind 
yourself of the next time you start to worry

Hearing voices Remind yourself that the voices can not hurt you and 
that you are in charge of making decisions

If the voices say critical things, try to dismiss them.  You 
wouldn't listen to criticism from another person, so why 
listen to the voices?

Depression Try to do some small things that you used to enjoy

Spend time with other people, even if you don't feel like 
it

Try to distract yourself when you start thinking negative 
thoughts by doing something else 

Counteract self-critical thoughts with some positive 
ones: "I am a generous person."

Paranoia You may be mistakenly thinking that others want to hurt 
you because you feel anxious inside and are looking for 
a way to understand feeling anxious

Try to gradually increase your activities around people 
starting with things that only make you a little nervous 
until you feel comfortable.  Next, try doing something 
that makes you a little more nervous, until you feel 
comfortable with that.  Over time, you will feel less 
anxious and your thoughts that others want to hurt you 
will decrease.  



SESSION 10 QUIZ

Administration mode:      SELF1       INTERVIEW2

Instructions:  Please put an “X” in one box for each question.

1.  One reason that people with mental illness may smoke is that cigarettes:

□□1 May help people concentrate

□□2 Do not cause cancer in people with mental illness.

□□3 Are inexpensive.

2.  Name two things you can do if you experience depression:

1. __________________

2. __________________

3. If you experience anxiety you should: 

□□1 Remind yourself that it is not really helpful to spend your time 
worrying

□□2 Share your concerns with others who care about you 

□□3 
Remind yourself of what has helped you cope with anxiety in the 
past and try it again  

□□4 All of the above



GROUP 11



                       “SLIPS VERSUS RELAPSE”                        
On your way to becoming an ex-smoker, you may experience a few “slips.”

Always remember…. One slip does not a smoker make!
If you should smoke cigarettes after you’ve quit:

#1           THROW THE 
CIGARETTES AWAY!       
  

#2 DON’T GIVE UP!
Try not to blame yourself or feel guilty or embarrassed.

      Tell yourself, “I don’t have to go back to smoking.”
 Say, “I’ve worked hard to quit, I’m still a non-smoker!”

#3 FIGURE OUT WHAT HAPPENED!
What were you doing?
    Where were you?
        How did you feel?
            Who else was there?
                What were you thinking?
                    Why did it seem that a cigarette was important then?
                        What coping strategies did you use?
                            What did you learn from this slip?

#4 THINK OF THE SLIP AS A LESSON, A MINOR 
ACCIDENT:

Develop new strategies for similar difficult situations.

#5 CONGRATULATE YOURSELF FOR 
GETTING BACK ON TRACK!



SESSION 11 QUIZ
Administration mode:      SELF1       INTERVIEW2

Instructions:  Please put an “X” in one box for each question.

1.   A “slip” is different from a “relapse” because:

□□1 
A slip means that you are back to smoking the same 
amount you did before you quit or cut down.

□□2 
A slip means that you thought about smoking, but did not 
smoke.

□□3 A relapse means that you are back to smoking the same 
amount you did before you quit or cut down.

2.   If you have a slip and buy a pack of cigarettes, the first thing to do is to:

□□1 Go for a walk

□□2 Use one of the 4 Ds

□□3
Throw the pack away or destroy it (for example by soaking in 
water)

□□4 Brush your teeth

□□5 Watch TV

True False
3. A slip can be a learning experience. □□1 □□2

4.  What are the 4 Ds?

1. 3.

2. 4.

5.  Name 2 withdrawal symptoms:

1. __________________

2. __________________



GROUP 12



Date: _______________________

This is a letter to remind me of what I have accomplished in the Quit Smoking program.

I joined the Quit Smoking program because 

________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________.

When I started this program in _______________, I was smoking approximately 

____________ cigarettes per week.

My carbon monoxide reading today is_____________________.

While in this program the longest I quit smoking for was ___________________________.

The things I am enjoying most about being a non-smoker or about having to cut down are:

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

These are the strategies that I have learned work for me the best for coping with urges to 

smoke: __________________________

__________________________

__________________________

The thing (or things) that I am most proud of accomplishing in this program: 

________________________________________________________________________

_________________________.

_________________________________

Your signature



SESSION 12 QUIZ
Administration mode:      SELF1       INTERVIEW2

Instructions:  Please put an “X” in one box for each question.

1.   What’s the best thing to tell yourself if you have a slip:

□□1 “I am a failure I will never be able to quit smoking.”

□□2 “I had some difficulty but I am going to learn from this and 
get right back on track.”

□□3 Don’t tell yourself anything; just forget it and go back to 
smoking your regular amount.

2.   If you have a slip and buy a pack of cigarettes, the first thing to do is to:

□□1 Go for a walk

□□2 Use one of the 4 Ds

□□3
Throw the pack away or destroy it (for example by soaking in 
water)

□□4 Brush your teeth

□□5 Watch TV

True False

3.
A slip can help you learn more about your 
triggers. □□1 □□2

4.  What are four smoking triggers?

1. 3.

2. 4.

5.   If you have a slip you should:

□□1 Call a friend, your smoking group leader, and/or your 
therapist, so you can get support and move forward.

□□2 Don’t tell anyone.



GROUP 13



      STAYING QUIT         

 Take it one day at a time – tell yourself, “I won’t smoke today.”

 Continued cravings DO NOT mean that you are weak or unmotivated. 
These are a common response. Focus on what you have accomplished.

 Remember, most relapses occur when people are under stress. Work to 
avoid or cope well with stressful situations.

 Strong feelings can often lead to relapse. Learn to cope with your feelings 
by talking to someone, distracting yourself, enhancing pleasurable feelings, 
and reducing tension with relaxation.

 Call yourself a nonsmoker. Tell other people you have quit smoking.

 Ask smokers not to smoke around you.

 Don’t skip meals. Being hungry can make you feel like you want to smoke.

 Until you feel confident, limit socializing to healthful, outdoor situations or 
where smoking is prohibited.

 Exercise, drink lots of fluid, get plenty or rest and avoid fatigue.

YOU CAN DO IT! YOU CAN DO IT!



Where Do I Go From Here?

TOLL-FREE & LOCAL PHONE SUPPORT:
-Quit Tips Line 1-800-943-8284 (Get a recorded tips that change everyday!)
-1-800-TRY TO STOP: (Live person who can help you get through cravings)
-Good Samaritans 617-247-0220 (Live person will help with anything)

WEBSITE SUPPORT:
-www.lungusa.org/ffs
-www.habitrol.com/support
-www.QuitSmoking.com
-www.StopSmokingCenter.net
-www.Trytostop.com

NICOTINE ANONYMOUS: 
-www.nicotine-anonymous.org
Weekly meetings Tuesdays at 5:30 pm at the Armed Forces YMCA at 
Charlestown Navy Yard

SMOKING CESSATION PROGRAMS:
 “Pack It In” Programs:

MGH Charlestown Health Care 
Center
151 Everett Avenue
Charlestown, MA 02129
781-485-6210

MGH Everett Family Practice
19 Norwood Street
Everett, MA 02149
781-485-6210

MGH Back Bay HealthCare 
Center
388 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston, MA 02215
781-485-6210

MGH Chelsea HealthCare 
Center
73 High Street
Chelsea, MA 02150
617-889-8598

MGH Revere HealthCare Center
300 Ocean Avenue  Revere, MA 02151  
Phone:  781-485-6210



MGH QUIT SMOKING PROGRAM

What is it?

• 7 Week Program that includes 6 group sessions and 1 individual session

• The Quit Date is set at week 4

• Helps you set and achieve goals and gives you many coping skills and 
strategies throughout the quitting process

What does it cost?

• The program costs $70 for the general public.  If you have Mass Health 
Insurance, it costs much less- a sliding scale fee 

• MGH provides the patch or gum.
• If your insurance doesn’t cover the patch or gum or you can’t afford them, 

MGH offers them at reduced prices!  

What are the requirements to sign up?

• In order to join the program, the people at MGH will require your doctor’s 
permission

• They also require that you have not been hospitalized recently for psychiatric 
reasons

How do I join?

• Call Linda Hinson at (617) 726-7443 (MGH) to register and determine the 
costs

• Call (781) 485-6210 for MGH Revere/Everett/Charlestown/Chelsea



ENDPOINT QUIZ
Administration mode:      SELF1       INTERVIEW2

Instructions:  Please put an “X” in one box for each question.

1.  Carbon monoxide is:

□□1 the same thing as oxygen

□□2 a poisonous gas

□□3 something that can not hurt people

2.  Compared to non-smokers, people who smoke have:

□□1 the same amount of carbon monoxide in their body

□□2 less carbon monoxide in their body

□□3 more carbon monoxide in their body

3.  If you quit smoking:

□□1
the carbon monoxide level in your body will return to normal within 1 
to 2 days.

□□2 the carbon monoxide in your body won’t change for many months.

□□3 the carbon monoxide will be gone from your body immediately.

4.  Which of these is the carbon monoxide level of a non-smoker?

□□1 32

□□2 20

□□3 1

5. When you have your carbon monoxide tested you should breathe in 
through your:

□□1 nose

□□2 mouth

□□3 both your nose and mouth

6. A smoking trigger is:

□□1 something that makes you want a cigarette

□□2 something that makes you hungry

□□3 something that makes you anxious



7.  The main benefit of keeping track of your cigarettes with "pack wraps":

□□1
it helps you identify your personal smoking triggers.

□□2
it helps show you that you don't crave all cigarettes the same 
amount.

□□3
becoming more aware of your smoking behavior, will help you be 
better prepared to quit smoking.

□□4
all of the above

8. The best time to fill out a pack wrap is:

□□1
at the end of the day just before bed

□□2
in the morning, after you've had your first cigarette

□□3
before smoking each cigarette

9.  One of the health benefits of quitting smoking is:

□□1
builds more muscle

□□2
lowers your risk of heart attack and cancer

□□3
helps you lose weight

10. If you spend $4.00 a pack and smoke a pack a day, how much do you 
spend each year on cigarettes?

□□1
$750 a year

□□2 $365 a year

□□3
over $1200 a year

11. One way to cut down your carbon monoxide level is to:

□□1
smoke fewer cigarettes every day

□□2
get more sleep

□□3
eat healthier foods



12. Urges to smoke usually last about:

□□1
an hour

□□2
all day

□□3 3-5 minutes

□□4 2-4 hours

13. Physical withdrawal symptoms are:

□□1
not a problem in trying to quit smoking 

□□2
the body’s reaction to more nicotine

□□3
the body’s reaction to less nicotine

14. How long after quitting smoking do the most severe physical withdrawal 
symptoms last?

□□1
approximately 3 days

□□2
years after quitting smoking

□□3
many months

15. Which of these statements about physical withdrawal symptoms is true?

□□1 physical withdrawal symptoms get worse and worse after the first 
month that a person quits.

□□2
physical withdrawal symptoms improve over time after a person 
quits.

□□3

after quitting, people who used to smoke a half a pack a day will 
have worse withdrawal symptoms than people who used to smoke 3 
packs a day.



16. Which of the following is a way to make sure that you remember to take 
your medication as directed?

□□1
use a pill box with different compartments for the days of the week.

□□2

always take your medication after doing some other routine (e.g., 
after brushing your teeth each morning).

□□3

write down on your calendar when you need to remember to get 
your medication refilled.

□□4
all of the above 

True False

17.
It is dangerous to smoke while I am on this 
medication.  □□1 □□2

18.
If I miss a dose of study medication, I should 
take a double dose. □□1 □□2

19.
I am supposed to take my study medication 
twice every day.                  □□1 □□2

20. 
Varenicline is a medication designed to help 
people quit smoking. □□1 □□2

21.
When I am finished taking all of my medication I 
should bring the empty container to my next 
smoking group.

□□1 □□2

22. The most common side-effect of the study medication is:

□□1 nasal congestion (a stuffy nose)

□□2 a faster heart beat than usual

□□3 Nausea

23. If I think I have taken more medication than I should have, what should I 
do?

□□1 Call my doctor or go to the emergency room.

□□2 Wait one hour and see what happens.

□□3 Take a rest.



24. What should I do if I forget to take my study medication and I have 
leftover pills? 

□□1 Throw the extra pills away.

□□2
Keep the extra pills in their container and bring them to your next 
smoking group.

□□3 Take the extra pills.

25. If I have any questions or concerns about my study medication (but it i 
not an emergency), what should I do?

□□1 Call my smoking group leader.

□□2 Go to the emergency room.

□□3 Wait until my next smoking group.

26. List the 4Ds:

1. 3.

2. 4.

27. Name 2 triggers:

1. __________________

2. __________________

28. Name 2 withdrawal symptoms:

1. __________________

2. __________________

29. List three things that you can do if you have an urge to smoke:

1. __________________

2. __________________

3. __________________



30.   A “slip” is different from a “relapse” because:

□□1 A slip means that you are back to smoking the same 
amount you did before you quit or cut down.

□□2 A slip means that you thought about smoking, but did not 
smoke.

□□3 A relapse means that you are back to smoking the same 
amount you did before you quit or cut down.

31.   If you have a slip and buy a pack of cigarettes, the first thing to do is to:

□□1 Go for a walk

□□2 Use one of the 4 Ds

□□3 Throw the pack away or destroy it (for example by soaking in 
water)

□□4 Brush your teeth

□□5 Watch TV

True False
32. A slip can be a learning experience. □□1 □□2

33. Name 2 high-risk situations:
 

1. __________________

2. __________________

34.  One reason that people with mental illness may smoke is that cigarettes:

□□1 May help people concentrate

□□2 Do not cause cancer in people with mental illness.

□□3 Are inexpensive.

35. If you stop smoking, you:



□□1 Should not mention it to your psychiatrist or 
psychopharmacologist.

□□2 Should tell your psychiatrist or psychopharmacologist

True False

36.

In order to get good quality sleep, you 
should go to bed at the same time every 
night and wake up at the same time every 
morning.

□□1 □□2

37.  Which of these are benefits of exercise?

□□1 Gives you more energy

□□2 Improves your sleep

□□3 Keeps bones healthy

□□4 Decreases depression

v5 All of the above

38. How much weight do people usually gain after they have quit smoking?

□□1 About 4 – 7 pounds

□□2 About 1-2 pounds

□□3 More than 10 pounds

39. One way not to gain too much weight after quitting smoking is to:

□□1 Eat “fast food”

□□2 Avoid substituting high fat foods for cigarettes

□□3 Eat less vegetables

40. Which of these is a common reaction to stress:

□□1 Feeling calm, happy, and sleeping well.

□□2 Heart racing, feeling nervous, and smoking more.

□□3 Enjoying life, feeling relaxed, and living healthy.

True False



41.
It is normal for quitting smoking to be 
stressful. □□1 □□2

42. Name three activities that you can use to cope with stress or boredom:

1. __________________

2. __________________

3. __________________
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